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• Background
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Summer Workshop

Five themes: 

– Socioeconomic impacts

– Observations / data assimilation / model 

development

– Very high impact weather

– Quantitative precipitation and hydrologic 

predictions

– The unique challenges of topography and 

urbanization



1. Introduction 

– Historical Developments in U.S. Weather Research

– Motivation for the Current Study

– The Challenge

2. Socioeconomic Research and Capacity 

3. Established Weather Research and Transitional Needs

– Predictability and Global Non-hydrostatic Coupled Modeling

– Quantitative Precipitation Estimation and Forecasting

– Hydrologic Prediction

– Mesoscale Observational Needs

4. Emerging Weather Research and Transitional Needs

– Very High Impact Weather

– Urban Meteorology

– Renewable Energy Siting and Production

5. Conclusion



Recommendation 

(Very High Impact Weather)

The federal agencies and their state and local 
government partners, along with private–sector 
partners, should place high priority on providing not 
only improved weather forecasts but also explicit 
impact forecasts …

This will include

– end–to–end participation by multiple sectors and disciplines 
(including modelers, observationalists, forecasters, social 
scientists, and end users) to jointly design and implement 
impacts–forecasting systems

– multi–disciplinary undergraduate and graduate programs that 
can address the emerging field of VHI weather–impacts 
prediction, risk assessment and management, and 
communication …



Socioeconomic Research and Capacity

• Recent Trends

• Priority Weather–Society Topics

– Estimating Value

– Understanding User Needs, Interpretation, and 

Use of Information

– Improving Communication of Information

• Integrating the Social Sciences and 

Weather: A Path Forward



Recommendation

The weather community and social scientists should 

create partnerships to develop a core 

interdisciplinary capacity for weather–society 

research and transitioning research to operations, 

starting with three priority areas:

– estimating the societal and economic value of weather 

information;

– understanding the interpretation and use of weather 

information by various audiences;

– and applying this knowledge to improve 

communication, use, and value.



Recommendation, part 2

The partnership between the weather community and 
social scientists should be two–way and balanced, 
and should include a variety of social science 
perspectives.

Multiple mechanisms should be pursued for building 
capacity, including

– long–term interdisciplinary programs

– grant-funded and directed research, research to 
operations, and applications activities

– integrated social-physical science testbeds

– mission agency programs to develop capacity

– educational initiatives



Questions

and

Discussion


